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cuauhtémoc reGained

CHRISTOpHER fUlTON

Este ensayo continúa la investigación realizada 
en un artículo anterior también publicado en 
esta revista, examinando las representaciones 
artísticas de Cuauhtémoc en el periodo posre-
volucionario, especialmente después de 1940, 
cuando la imagen del último emperador azte-
ca fue concebida como un símbolo nacional. 
Muestra la manera en la que en este periodo 
las contradicciones internas, que eran latentes 
dentro del imaginario, llevaron a una controver-
sia abierta y encendida sobre el significado y el 
empleo del símbolo de Cuauhtémoc.
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This essay continues the investigation of an ear-
lier article, also published in this journal, by exa-
mining artistic representations of Cuauhtémoc 
in the post-revolutionary period, and especially 
after 1940, when the figure of the last Aztec 
king became widely and variously deployed 
as a political and cultural emblem. The essay 
will describe how in the post-revolutionary era 
internal contradictions, which were latent within 
the imagery, broke into the open and ignited 
controversy over the meaning and use of the 
Cuauhtémoc symbol.

Key words: Cuauhtémoc, art, indigenism, na-
tionalism, Edmundo O’Gorman, David Alfaro 
Siquieros, Diego Rivera, José Vasconcelos.

it was under the liberal regime of the nineteenth century that the 
memory of cuauhtémoc was awakened by artists and intellectuals 
in search of symbols to represent the sovereign republic. Literary 
and visual evocations of the hero crested in the 1890s, amid a pro-
gram of national integration and an upswell of patriotic feeling, 
but the currency of the image waned after century’s turn with the 
redirection of official patronage from artistic expressions reliant 
on pre-hispanic sources to projects executed in neoclassical and 
hispanist styles.

From about 1890 to 1925, a tide of pan-hispanism swept 
through all of Latin america, stimulated in great part by concern 
over the expanding influence of the united states and the ebbing 
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of spanish power. this movement arose just as cuauhtémoc at-
tained maximum popularity, such that, in 1892, the year in which 
Leandro izaguirre unveiled his glorious and immensely popular 
painting of the Torture of Cuauhtémoc, a second columbus monu-
ment was raised in mexico city, fulfilling plans which had long 
gestated among conservatives and pro-hispanists, and utilizing 
a sculptural model begun in 1856 by the catalonian-born manuel 
Vilar.1 in succeeding years, other Latin-american capitals erected 
their own monuments to the spanish domination, including statues 
of the conquerors pizarro and cortés.2

renewed pride in the hispanic heritage put an end to vociferous 
condemnations of the conquest and colonialism, and dampened 
exaltations of the aztec empire and its leaders. mexican writers 
began to declare themselves sons and daughters of spain, and a 
spirit of compromise pervaded liberal and conservative circles. the 
heated dispute over mexico’s cultural origins, whether the nation 
rested on the foundations of aztec pyramids or spanish cathedrals, 
was largely resolved in the philosophy of mestizaje, which allowed 
Justo sierra, the influential minister of education from 1905 to 1911, 
to declare that the country was neither spanish nor indian but a 
unique fusion of the two, both racially and spiritually.3

the sense of mexico’s mixed identity prevailed long after the 
fall of the díaz regime, and mestizofilismo became the watchword 
of the post-revolutionary period. even ardent defenders of indian 
rights, such as manuel Gamio and andrés molina enríquez, argued 
for the integration of indians into the greater society and looked 
forward to a genuinely unified national culture.4 in most expres-

1 manuel García Guatas, “colón en sus pedestales”, in Actas del XIII Congreso Nacional 
de Historia del Arte, v. 2, Granada, 2000. statues of the navigator, including the second of the 
columbus monuments erected in mexico city, proliferated across Latin america in 1892, 
the fourth centenary of the discovery.

2 José antonio Gamarra puertas, Humillante monumento a Pizarro, Lima, tecniGraf, 2002; 
rodrigo Gutiérrez Viñuales”, el papel de las artes en la construcción de las identidades na-
cionales en iberoamérica”, Historia Mexicana, 53, 2003, p. 341-390.

3 Justo sierra acclaimed cuauhtémoc in México social y político (1889) and Evolución polí-
tica del pueblo mexicano (1900-1902). the spirit of compromise met little resistance within the 
liberal camp, as several of its staunchest apostles expired in the 1890s, including riva palacio, 
altamirano, and prieto.

4 manuel Gamio, Forjando patria, 2nd ed., mexico city, porrúa 1960, p. 97-98. alan 
Knight, “racism, revolution, and Indigenismo: méxico, 1910-1940”, in The idea of race in Latin 
America, 1870-1940, ed. richard Graham, austin, university of texas press, 1990, p. 71-113, 
argues that porfirian approaches to the “indian problem”, which were openly racist and 
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sions of the time, the indian was regarded in romantic terms, not 
as an important actor in his own right but as the primeval source 
of the mestizo race, which was understood as the progressive agent 
in the nation’s history, and it is against this integrationist form of 
indigenismo (defined by Villoro as a heightened consciousness of na-
tive culture and advocacy for the social and political rights of native 
peoples) that an admiration for native traditions spread through 
the fine arts community and left its stamp on the so-called mexi-
can renaissance.5 it was also from this context that there emerged 
a renewed admiration for cuauhtémoc, who was redeemed as an 
emblem of el pueblo mexicano.

cuauhtémoc became the subject of renewed literary interest 
around 1915, when he was featured in alfonso reyes’ richly de-
scriptive prose poem Visión de Anáhuac.6 a few years later, he was 
recalled in the intermezzo of ramón López Velarde’s Suave Patria 
(1921), and there given the oft-repeated moniker “young grandfa-
ther” (joven abuelo).7 as described by Benjamin Keen, this contem-
plative poem portrays cuauhtémoc as a catalyst binding spanish 
and indian elements into a peculiarly mexican synthesis, in a liter-
ary parallel to the mestizaje proclaimed in political discourse. in 
carlos pellicer’s Oda a Cuauhtémoc (1924), the emperor is extolled 
for his “soledad augusta”, having been abandoned by other indian 
tribes and left to his solitary fate, and he is regarded as the very 
embodiment of mexico’s originary past in a historical drama and 
analytical essay by the marxist historian alfonso teja Zabre, Histo-

called for forced acculturation, lived on in the post-revolutionary era and were accepted even 
by self-declared indigenists.

5 For example, andrés molina enríquez, “el problema de la colonización nacional”, 
Revista de Economía Rural, mexico city, undated (c. 1920), p. 27-38, where it is argued that the 
indian soul lay deep within the mestizo; cfr. his Juárez y la Reforma, 4th ed., mexico city, Libro-
mex, 1961 (originally published 1905), esp. p. 325, 341, and Los grandes problemas nacionales, 
mexico city, a. carranza, 1909, infra. Luis Villoro defines indigenismo in Los grandes momentos 
del indigenismo en México, mexico city, el colegio de méxico 1950, p. 9.

6 alfonso reyes, Visión de Anáhuac, san José (costa rica), el convivio, 1917. Later in life, 
reyes contributed the preface to a book on cuauhtémoc by José López Bermúdez (discussed 
below). reyes was one of several members of the intellectual circle the ateneo de la Juventud 
who took an interest in cuauhtémoc; others included the brothers alfonso and antonio caso, 
and José Vasconcelos.

7 ramón López Velarde, “suave patria”, in La poesía mexicana del siglo xx, ed. carlos 
monsiváis, mexico city, empresas editoriales, 1966, p. 278-283.
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ria y tragedia de Cuauhtémoc (1929).8 in these literary productions, as 
well as in the popular film Cuauhtémoc (1918), directed by manuel 
de la Bandera, the emperor appears as a unifying agent rather than 
the divisive force that warred against european influence and spent 
itself for the autonomy of native people.9

cuauhtémoc’s rehabilitation in the visual arts began in 1922, 
when the government ordered a bronze replica of the effigy from 
the cuauhtémoc monument (figure 1) —the colossal structure 
raised on mexico city’s paseo de la reforma in 1887— to be de-
livered to rio de Janeiro for the universal exposition marking 
Brazil’s centennial of independence.10 the decision to send the 
statue was made by president álvaro obregón on the urging of 
his minister of Foreign relations, alberto J. pani, who also com-
missioned a biography of the aztec leader to accompany the gift.11 
according to pani, the figure of cuauhtémoc was chosen because 
it symbolized the fraternity of Latin american countries and the 
common origin of the region’s people.12 Familiar as he was with 

8 carlos pellicer, “oda a cuauhtémoc” (1924), in Carlos Pellicer, ed. david martín del 
campo, mexico city, cámara de senadores de la república mexicana, 1987, p. 79-80; alfon-
so teja Zabre, Historia y tragedia de Cuauhtémoc, mexico city, Botas, 1929 (issued separately 
in 1934 with preface by José Juan tablada). teja Zabre acknowledges his dependence on 
González obregón’s monograph of 1922. 

9 to commemorate the 1910 centenary of mexican independence, the unión cin-
ematográfica produced the short film Torment of Cuauhtémoc, in which, according to the 
announcement, the scene was represented “with mexican actors and in the location of the 
actual events”.

10 the four-meters-tall statue, cast by tiffany & company of new york, was set at a busy 
crossroads in rio de Janeiro where the avenida osvaldo cruz meets Botafogo. its granite 
pedestal was designed by carlos obregón santacilia in an art deco style with pre-hispanic 
elements. this versatile architect also designed the mexican pavilion in a neo-colonial style.

11 Luis González obregón, Cuauhtémoc, mexico city, secretaría de relaciones exteriores, 
1922. in keeping with the government’s diplomatic objectives, the book portrays cuauhtémoc 
as a unifier of separate states and beneficent figure quite unlike his oppressive and hostile 
forebears. in 1927, when pani was established as ambassador to France, he commissioned 
for the legation building a series of eighteen oil paintings from the mexican painter ángel 
Zárrraga. these represented the historical progress of mexico, and the first in the series 
showed the Torture of Cuauhtémoc, symbolizing, according to the written program, “la energía 
y estoicismo de la raza india”; El anhelo por un mundo sin fronteras: Ángel Zárraga en la legación 
de México en París, mexico city, museo nacional de arte, 1990.

12 alberto J. pani, Apuntes autobiográficos, 2nd ed., mexico city, porrúa, 1950, v. 1, p. 312; 
the statue was made “con el fin de dejar en aquel gran país iberoamericano una constancia 
imperecedera de nuestro fraternal concurso en la conmemoración del acto más trascendental 
de su evolución política y capaz de memorar, al propio tiempo, el origen común de los pue-
blos que viven y crecen en la porción ibérica de este continente y las cualidades a que deben 
su autonomía”. the gift of the statue to Brazil may have constituted a response to the erection 
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the díaz regime’s use of the image to represent mexican unity and 
independence, pani recalled the symbol in order to project these 
national values onto a larger continental stage, and in so doing 
to assert mexico’s leadership in the union of Latin states that was 
then being formed.13

it was left to the minister of education, José Vasconcelos, to ar-
ticulate the statue’s meaning when he traveled to Brazil as mexico’s 
official representative to the exposition. in a formal address at the 
monument’s inauguration, he extolled cuauhtémoc’s attempt to 
unite the mexican tribes against the foreign invader and drew a 
connection between that historical event and the current situation 
in which Latin countries sought to band together against yankee 
imperialism.14 he declared that all of Latin america will soon rise 

of a columbus monument in argentina in 1921, commissioned by the italian government 
and sculpted by the italian artist arnaldo Zocchi.

13 president obregón and secretary pani imposed limits on mexico’s commitment to 
Latin-american unity, however, and stayed away from the Fifth pan-american conference, 
held in march 1923, at santiago, chile, in order to cultivate a diplomatic relationship with the 
united states, which formally recognized the regime later that year, according to the terms 
of the controversial Bucareli agreement.

14 the oration was printed in the Brazilian Journal Livro de ouro, and published in 
mexico by Julio Jiménez rueda, “el discurso de Vasconcelos a cuauhtémoc”, in Bajo la Cruz del 
Sur, mexico city, m. manón, 1992, p. 112-121, later republished in Vasconcelos’ Obras completas, 
mexico city, Libreros mexicanos unidos, 1958, v.2. p. 848-853. see also his Memorias, 2. El 
desastre, el proconsulado, mexico city, Fondo de cultura económica, 1982, p. 131-132; and for 

1. cuauhtémoc monument in rio de Janeiro
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to a second independence, “the independence of the civilization, the 
emancipation of the spirit”, as it emerged from a period of depen-
dence on europe, and he spoke exultantly of “these times of a great 
race which begins to dance in the light”. 

in this way, Vasconcelos did his best to validate the cuauh-
témoc symbol. But from the beginning he had opposed send-
ing the statue to rio, and had complained about the high cost of 
the bronze. this concern over expenditures belied, however, a 
conviction that the figure of cuauhtémoc did not appropriately 
represent the aspirations of modern mexico and Latin america, 
not only because it had once stood for the juggernaut of the díaz 
regime, but because it ran counter to Vasconcelos’ own views 
of the region’s history and future destiny. Vasconcelos was an 
outspoken mestizofilia, with strong hispanist preferences, and 
believed that the process of racial intermixing that had occurred 
in mexico was a harbinger of the eventual blending of peoples 
into a universal human race. miscegenation, he contended, made 
mexico “the elect nation” for the unification of all humankind 
into a new type.15

Vasconcelos repudiated all forms of patriotism that divided 
populations rather than encouraging their integration, and so he 
objected to the decision to utilize the cuauhtémoc symbol as an in-
strument of mexican foreign policy and as a means of asserting the 
country’s preeminence over other sovereign states. he furthermore 
chafed at the idea that mexico and her sister nations were rooted in 
ancient history and could find common ground in the persistence 
of indian characteristics within their cultures.16 therefore, when 

an analysis, mauricio tenorio trillo, “a tropical cuauhtémoc: celebrating the cosmic race 
at Guanabara Bay”, Anales del Instituto de Investigaciones Estéticas, 65, 1994, p. 117-121.

15 José Vasconcelos, La raza cósmica: misión de la raza iberoamericana, notas de viajes a la 
América del Sur, paris, agencia mundial de Librería, 1925. Vasconcelos later wrote Breve 
historia de México (1936) and Hernán Cortés: creador de la nacionalidad (1941), in which he 
sided with conservative hispanism and condemned the aztec past as a barbaric despo-
tism. he described indigenismo as a debilitating philosophy which keeps mexico weak 
and subservient to the united states. and while celebrating cortés as bearer of peace and 
civilization, he dismissed cuauhtémoc as an invention of William h. prescott and other 
anglo-saxon historians.

16 With respect to his sense of historical progress, Vasconcelos may be linked with think-
ers of the late porfiriato, such as Vicente riva palacio, Francisco Bulnes, and Justo sierra, as 
suggested by agustín F. Basave Benítez, México mestizo: análisis del nacionalismo mexicano en 
torno a la mestizofilia de Andrés Molina Enríquez, mexico city, Fondo de cultura económica, 
1992, p. 37.
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speaking at the inauguration ceremony, he avoided any suggestion 
that Latin americans should reject the hispanic and european heri-
tage, as cuauhtémoc had opposed cortés, and refused to express 
faith in the redemptive power of native people. instead, he pre-
sented cuauhtémoc as a heroic figure whose defiant moment 
occurred at the end of indian power and whose capitulation sig-
naled the beginning of spanish domination, which was itself eclipsed 
by the modern age.17

this interpretation of the cuauhtémoc statue exposed a ten-
sion between Vasconcelos’ universalist vision of history and the 
nationalist outlook of obregón and his counselors. although 
the president and minister of education would continue to work 
closely toward common goals for another year, it was ultimately 
a nationalist ideal which became enshrined in the ideology of the 
ruling party, and, as shall be seen, future battles over the cuauh-
témoc symbol would be mainly waged within the confines of this 
ideological field.

a strong interest in indian people and their time-honored 
customs exerted a powerful hold on visual artists of the 1920s, 
as seen in the work of Francisco Goitia, Julio castellanos, ramón 
cano manilla and Gabriel Fernández Ledesma, and muralists, 
led by diego rivera, showed sympathy for native subjects and 
provided idealized views of pre-hispanic cultures.18 almost all 
artists, however, were reluctant to portray the indian as a mo-
tive force in the development of the nation, and only rarely did 
they glorify specific historical figures from the ancient world. 
this neglect may be partly ascribed to Vasconcelos’ direct per-
suasions, though it was also the result of a shared sense that 
national progress is invested in the mestizo population, and that 
indigenous subjects are passive spectators of or at most auxilia-
ries in mexico’s triumphs and achievements. For these reasons, 
cuauhtémoc seldom appears in paintings of the first generation 

17 in his speech at rio, Vasconcelos spoke of the “new civilization” of the spanish con-
quistadores, which “annihilated forever the proud conquered mexican race”; Obras completas, 
mexico city, Libreros mexicanos unidos, 1958, v. 2, p. 850.

18 For indigenismo in twentieth-century art, see rita eder, “Las imágenes de lo prehis-
pánico y su significación en el debate del nacionalismo cultural”, in El nacionalismo y el arte 
mexicano, IX Coloquio de Historia del Arte, mexico city, universidad nacional autónoma de 
méxico, 1986, p. 73-83.
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of mexican muralists, and no significant mural from the early 
period is wholly devoted to him.19

the sense of cuauhtémoc’s limited role within the pageant 
of mexican history is reflected in diego rivera’s panoramic mu-
ral (figure 2) at the national palace in mexico city. this grand 
work fills three enormous walls flanking the building’s main stairs 
from the courtyard to the second level, and it is near the middle 
of the central mural, titled From the Conquest to 1930 (executed 
1929-1930), that cuauhtémoc is seen (figure 3) dressed in an eagle 
costume and identified by a banner with his hieroglyph of the de-
scending eagle.20

the painting is divided into three registers showing the three 
great convulsions of mexican history —the spanish conquest, war 
of independence, and revolution —and the mural as a whole il-
lustrates the rise of a free and just mexico out of the conflicts of 
the past. to make this progress more apparent, rivera distributed 
portraits of leading figures in these struggles along the painting’s 
central vertical axis, beginning with cortés at the very bottom, then 
proceeding upward to cuauhtémoc, then the leaders of indepen-
dence —allende, hidalgo and morelos— and at the top three revo-
lutionary martyrs —emiliano Zapata, Felipe carrillo puerto, and 
José Guadalupe rodríguez —accompanied by an industrial worker 
who points the way to the future.

19 an exception is a mural of c. 1925, painted by Vicente mendiola on the façade of 
cuauhtémoc school, which formerly stood on the corner of costa rica and república do-
minicana streets in mexico city. the institution was one of the escuelas de aire Libre es-
tablished by the revolutionary government for the education of lower-class children. the 
painting (now destroyed) is said to have showed cuauhtémoc with two other figures against 
a geometric background in the art nouveau style; maría Luisa mendiola, Vicente Mendiola: un 
hombre con espíritu del rinascimiento que vivió en el siglo xx, mexico city, instituto mexiquense 
de cultura 1993, p. 38.

20 a large compositional study for the mural, which is inscribed with the date august 
13, 1929 (anniversary of the day tenochtitlan fell), has been recently acquired by the museo 
de arte moderno, mexico city. it shows cuauhtémoc with a war-club (macana) in his right 
hand, but in the final painting he wields a sling. the pose, headdress and armament of the 
cuauhtémoc figure within the drawing are identical to those in an illustration of the fighting 
emperor which rivera made for the book Cuauhtémoc: tragedia, by Joaquín méndez rivas, 
mexico city, 1925, p. 108-109 (rivera drew a total of three images of the emperor for this 
publication, as well as several other designs). the pose was again employed for the figure 
of the emperor in the mural of the Battle for tenochtitlan, palace of cortés, cuernavaca. 
this series of frescoes also includes images of cuauhtémoc’s torture and execution, painted 
in grisaille.
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2. From the Conquest to 1830, diego rivera’s panoramic  
mural at the national palace in mexico city

3. cuauhtémoc dressed in an eagle costume
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Within the scheme, cuauhtémoc represents the spirit of resis-
tance which is later evinced by protagonists in the war of inde-
pendence and revolution, and the painting indicates that it is his 
implacable resolve which will triumph in the deeds of the mestizo 
patriots shown in the registers above. yet it is important to recog-
nize that cuauhtémoc is not himself an agent of this progress. he 
is rather cast as an index of a heroic quality embedded in mexico’s 
distant past and active in its historical present. his valiant but un-
availing resistance to the conquest does not propel mexico forward, 
and rivera, in keeping with views expressed by Vasconcelos, asso-
ciates cuauhtémoc with the destruction of the aztec world, which 
stands at the end of mexico’s prehistory rather than at the begin-
ning of its ascent to nationhood (this division is visually reinforced 
in the painting by the pyramid and eagle which decisively separate 
the two halves of the composition).

the art historian ida rodríguez prampolini has called atten-
tion to the failed dialectics of rivera’s mural, in which class conflict 
plays no significant role and the unbroken advance of mexican 
patriotism is delineated, and indeed rivera’s work on the mural 
coincided with his personal accommodation with the ruling party, 
which had already turned its back on socialist principles.21 in april 
1929, he assumed directorship over the academy of san carlos, 
which was a government appointment, and in July he accepted 
the commission to decorate the national palace. as this was a time 
when the regime began aggressive measures to suppress the radi-
cal left, rivera’s collaboration prompted his expulsion from the 
communist party in september 1929. yet one must not assume 
that rivera acted simply as a mouthpiece for the government and 
maintained no critical distance from it. near the top of the mural is 
the figure of álvaro obregón, surrounded by strongmen and look-
ing askance at a malevolent president plutarco elías calles, a detail 
which insinuates that the former’s assassination, which occurred in 
July 1928, may have been perpetrated by calles and his inner circle, 
as commonly alleged.22

21 ida rodríguez prampolini, “rivera’s concept of history”, in Diego Rivera: a retrospec-
tive, detroit, detroit institute of arts, 1986, p. 131-138.

22 i do not share the interpretation of Leonard Folgarit, “revolution as ritual: diego 
rivera’s national palace mural”, Oxford Art Journal, 14:1, 1991, p. 18-33, according to which 
the painting represents the march of history leading to the formation of the national revolu-
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the first significant reappraisal of cuauhtémoc in the visual arts 
was carried out by david alfaro siqueiros through a series of four 
murals and a half dozen paintings executed in the decade of 1941-
1951.23 these are the first artistic reassessments of the aztec hero 
since the revolution, and they present him as a figure of enormous 
power and consequence. it is the second in the series, a mural titled 
Cuauhtémoc against the myth (figure 4), which most fully exploits the 
richness of the cuauhtémoc image and best represents the artist’s 
political and artistic intentions.

the painting is a theatrical production, a work of scenogra-
phy. developed at a private house in mexico city (figure 5) soon 
after siqueiros’ return from exile in 1944 (in 1964, the image was 
reworked by siqueiros and relocated to a building called the tec-
pan of tlatelolco, near the plaza de las tres culturas), it framed a 
cantilevered stairway and was experienced by visitors ascending 
the stairs.24 the dynamic interaction between spectator and image 
was enhanced by the thick impasto of siqueiros’ experimental 
medium of piroxylin and various three-dimensional effects, in-
cluding the mural’s curved surface and the sculpted heads of a 
human and the serpent god Quetzalcóatl, symbolic of the defeated 
pre-hispanic culture.

tionary party (pNR). nor am i persuaded by the suggestion of david craven, Diego Rivera as 
epic modernist, new york, G. K. hall, 1997, p. 110-124, that the mural approximates Brechtian 
theater.

23 siqueiros’ murals of cuauhtémoc are Death to the invader, 1941-1942, Biblioteca pedro 
aguirre cerla de la escuela mexicana, chillán, chile; Cuauhtémoc against the myth, 1944, 
tecpan de tlatelolco, mexico city; and the diptych Cuauhtémoc Redivivus (a.k.a. Monument 
to Cuauhtémoc), 1950-1951, composed of Torment of Cuauhtémoc and Apotheosis of Cuauhtémoc, 
palacio de Bellas artes, mexico city. his easel paintings include Cuauhtémoc, 1940, Blanton 
museum, university of texas, austin; Portrait of Cuauhtémoc, 1947, nagoya city art museum, 
Japan; Emperor Cuauhtémoc, 1950, museo nacional de arte, mexico city; and Homage to Cuauh-
témoc, 1950, museo de arte moderno, mexico city. among the paintings that were made as 
studies for murals or derived from them are Agony of the Colonial Centaur, 1942, collection 
álvar carrillo Gil, mexico city; Malinche and Cortés, 1954, collection albert mitchell, new 
york; and Centaur of the Conquest, 1944, collection arturo carrillo Grijalva, mexico city, also 
developed into a lithograph of 1946.

24 the painting was originally installed in the private house of siqueiros’ mother-in-law, 
at 9 avenida sonora, colonia condesa. the tecpan is where cuauhtémoc supposedly resid-
ed after the arrival of the spaniards. it is located near the plaza de las tres culturas and the 
ruins of ancient tlatelolco. adjacent to the ruins is a large marker inscribed with the words 
of president adolfo López mateos, placing cuauhtémoc’s final defense within the context of 
mestizaje and the birth of the nation: “el 13 de agosto de 1521, defendida heroicamente por 
cuauhtémoc, cayó tlatelolco en manos de cortés. no fue triunfo ni derrota, fue el doloroso 
nacimiento del pueblo mestizo que es el méxico de hoy”.
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4. Cuauhtémoc against the myth

5. Cuauhtémoc against the myth reworked by siqueiros
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upon a darkling plain, a mounted conquistador assaults an 
aztec pyramid. the bodies of horse and rider are indistinguishably 
fused so that they appear as a single creature, a centaur-like beast 
with thrashing hooves which seem to multiply with their movement 
and are disposed in such a way that they resemble the fingers of a 
human hand. the cavalier grasps christian implements of rosary 
beads and a cross-dagger —weapons of the spiritual conquest of 
the americas— while a third arm brandishes a sword which flares 
like a torch —referencing the military conquest of the indian na-
tions—. as witness to this scourge, the spectator is put in the shoes 
of the ancient aztecs, who at the conquest were uncertain of the 
precise nature of the strange monstrous forces besieging them. op-
posite the centaur is a muscular cuauhtémoc, standing undaunted 
on the pyramid and brandishing an obsidian tipped spear (as does 
the heroic figure of the emperor atop the pyramid-shaped base 
of the nineteenth-century cuauhtémoc monument on paseo de la 
reforma); he has already wounded his foe in the belly, and now 
aims a second thrust at the beast’s heart. Beside him is a faceless 
moctezuma, who hopes to pacify the menace and opens his arms 
to implore the gods for salvation.

the high drama appeared still more intense when the paint-
ing was viewed in its original setting. Visitors approaching the 
stairs initially stood directly below the centaur’s menacing hooves, 
and having ascended to the landing, found themselves shoulder 
to shoulder with cuauhtémoc, from which position they could, 
like him, face the beast head-on.25 their progress up the stairs cor-
responded to a raising of consciousness, with terror before a seem-
ingly invincible force giving way to a clearer measure of the threat 
and the possibility of defeating it.

the painting’s title alludes to the emperor’s determination to 
fight on, even in the face of the myth which foretold the doom of 
anáhuac, and which moctezuma had taken to heart.26 in a wider 

25 the dramatic effect is further diminished by changes made to the composition in no-
vember 1964. siqueiros and his team expanded the painting by inserting an additional panel 
through the middle of the pictorial field, so that cuauhtémoc is more distant from his adver-
sary, producing an image which is less congested but also less immediate and concussive.

26 moctezuma is an important figure within the painting. he is, according to siqueiros, the 
embodiment of the “mediocrity and political anemia”, which is as pervasive in modern times as 
it was at the moment of the conquest and which siqueiros hoped to reverse with his arousing 
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sense, this is the myth of historical predestination and impotence, 
which brought destruction to the aztecs, which condemned mexico 
to three-hundred years of servitude under spanish rule, and which 
left the country vulnerable to foreign interventions and capitalist 
domination in the modern period. it is a myth perpetuated by mexi-
cans themselves, as described in samuel ramos’ hugely popular 
El perfil del hombre y la cultura en México of 1934, and it represents 
a debilitating influence which siqueiros attempted to expose and 
overcome through his mural.

already in 1944, mexico showed signs of rejecting the myth by 
entering the second World War and confronting the behemoth of 
fascism. it was naturally a source of pride to have joined the com-
munity of nations in combating a great evil, but participation in the 
war had special meaning for mexico, because it drew the country 
out of its political and psychological isolation, and gave it a pres-
ence on the world stage. the country’s involvement in the war was 
strongly applauded by siqueiros, who had been committed to the 
struggle against fascism since his military service in the spanish civ-
il war and had worked devotedly for the national League against 
Fascism and War (Liga nacional contra el Fascismo y la Guerra).

mexico had further acquitted itself prior to the war through the 
bold initiatives of president Lázaro cárdenas (1934-1940), who de-
fied the united states and european powers by nationalizing the 
petroleum industry, placing other industries under governmental 
control, and accelerating the redistribution of land. these actions 
were widely perceived as a national victory against foreign en-
croachments and equated with mexico’s triumph over the european 
intervention in 1867, and just as that earlier feat had inspired artistic 
representations of cuauhtémoc, so did the policies of the cárdenas 
administration revive patriotic feeling and stimulate interest in the 
aztec hero.27

mural; José navidad rosales, “entrevista con david alfaro siqueiros”, Siempre!, probably 1963, 
typescript in the archivo sala de arte público siqueiros, mexico city, folder 14.3.4.

27 one measure of cuauhtémoc’s popularity was the stamping of a five-peso coin in 
1947, with his portrait on the obverse. this numismatic honor had been earlier conferred 
on the emperor, when in 1915 his image graced a five-peso banknote printed by the consti-
tutional Government. the 1947 coin was reissued over the following years, and thereafter 
cuauhtémoc has been featured on several different paper bills. the government further 
recognized cuauhtémoc, in 1945, by installing a large painted portrait by carlos tejeda 
in the corredor of the emperors at the national palace. also from this period was héctor 
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siqueiros initially entertained two primary thoughts about the 
mural’s meaning. First and foremost, the mural exuded the spirit of 
anti-fascism and encouraged all mexicans to fight against the glo-
bal threat. second, in an appeal to the radical left, it urged the 
defense of socialist principles against deviationist tendencies and 
imperialist interference, particularly from the united states.28 this 
understanding of the symbol was expressed by the labor leader Vi-
cente Lombardo toledano, who delivered a speech at the mural’s 
inauguration in which he associated cuauhtémoc’s conflict with 
the struggle of organized labor.29 thus, from the start, the mural 
was subject to more than one interpretation, and in 1951 siqueiros 
further extended its meaning by claiming that the symbol of cuauhté-
moc applies to all people who resist Western colonialism: “i see in 
cuauhtémoc a prototype of mao tse-tung [...] the leaders of the 
Viet minh, and the fighters for the nationalization of iran’s oil”.30 
With this odd statement, siqueiros construed the figure of the az-
tec king as a universal symbol for the world’s oppressed races and 
third world peoples, and indeed for subordinated people wherever 
they are found, including the industrial proletariat in their contest 
with bourgeois capitalism. 

the style of Cuauhtémoc against the myth is significant in its own 
right. the painting forcefully rejects “folklorism” and academicism 
by which artists had portrayed indian subjects according to ste-
reotyped formulas.31 it is purged of anecdote and sentimentality, 

pérez martínez’s Cuauhtémoc: vida y muerte de una cultura, madrid, uguina, 1944, a popular 
biography which became an influential text, and according to Wigberto Jiménez moreno, the 
“Bible” for adherents of the ixcateopan finds; discussed in Benjamin Keen, The Aztec image in 
western thought, new Brunswick, rutgers university press, 1971, p. 146, 543-546. 

28 at a conference at Bellas artes in 1947, siqueiros criticized the “passivity” of all 
revolutionary and proletarian groups, including labor unions and the communist party; 
david alfaro siqueiros, typed notes for the lecture, “proceso histórico de la pintura mexicana 
moderna”, archivo sala de arte público siqueiros, folder 9.3.4.

29 reported in angélica arenal de siqueiros, “Cuauhtémoc contra el mito de david alfaro 
siqueiros”, Excélsior, June 5, 1963. When toledano participated in the mural’s inauguration, 
June 7, 1944, he served as director of the confederation of Latin american Workers (CTAl).

30 Quoted in raquel tibol, David Alfaro Siqueiros, mexico city, empresas editoriales 
1969, p. 290.

31 “Folklorism”, abounds in classic films like María Candelaria, which appeared in 1943, 
a year before siqueiros’ mural, and it was perpetuated in the work of muralists and easel 
painters, most egregiously by diego rivera, whom siqueiros rebuked in “rivera’s counter-
revolutionary road”, The New Masses, may 1934, p. 16-17, 38 (published in spanish as “el 
camino contrarrevolucionario del pintor rivera”, El Universal Ilustrado, 13, september 1934). 
among other faults, he blamed rivera for not outgrowing “folklorism”, for not conducting 
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and executed in a bold monumental style, with figural proportions 
based on the hewn character and compact masses of pre-hispanic 
art, while its surface if variably textured to give it extra potency.32 
the house that originally held the mural functioned as the head-
quarters of an organization known as the center of modern realist 
art (centro de arte realista moderno), which was founded by 
siqueiros to instill a revolutionary spirit into art, and at the mural’s 
unveiling, siqueiros issued a manifesto on behalf of this organiza-
tion which declared that mexican art had lost sight of its social 
mission, and that a new realist art devoted to humanistic principles 
must be devised to meet the needs of the day.33 the center was es-
tablished to foment this new kind of painting and reconstitute mu-
ralism as a social revolutionary movement, and Cuauhtémoc against 
the myth was produced as the first exemplification of these goals.

But there is no evidence to suggest that siqueiros did wished to 
proclaim cuauhtémoc as a representative of the indian people as 
such or to express support for the separateness of native communi-
ties. he was, in fact, deeply suspicious of most forms of indigenism, 
especially when couched in “folklorism” and “archeologism”. as a 
devout communist, he foresaw world-wide revolution carried out 
by the working classes, and rejected chauvinistic rhetoric which ap-
pealed to a sentimental ideal of the indígena. it was indeed exactly 
this unwelcome proclivity which siqueiros had earlier critiqued in 
the painting Ethnography (Etnografía) (1939), which shows a campesi-
no wearing a pre-hispanic mask, his true identity hidden and his 

experiments in new painting materials, and for political trotskyism. all three of these tenden-
cies are rectified in siqueiros’ murals of cuauhtémoc, which are pointedly anti-riveresque.

32 david alfaro siqueiros, No hay más ruta que la nuestra: importancia nacional e interna-
cional de la pintura mexicana moderna, mexico city, talleres Gráficos/secretaría de educación 
pública, 1945, p. 72: “Las fuentes profundas de la tradición mexicana no están en los aspectos 
superficiales, en las expresiones pintorescas, en pueriles ‘fórmulas de mexicanidad’ [...] [pero] 
están precisamente en la naturaleza monumental, superiormente monumental, específica-
mente ideológica, de las sorprendentes culturas prehispánicas y, también, aunque en menor 
proporción, dentro de lo saludable del arte mestizo colonial”. siqueiros’ formulation of a 
new artistic canon in the 1940s coincided with the revaluation of pre-hispanic art by scholars 
such as Justino Fernández, manuel Gamio, salvador toscano, José Juan tablada and George 
Kubler. he identified the expressive possibilities of elaborate surface treatments in an essay 
on his mural at chillán, chile, which features cuauhtémoc; david alfaro siqueiros, “un eco 
artístico embrionariamente transcendental en chile”, typed manuscript, archivo sala de arte 
público siqueiros, mexico city, folder 11.1.105.

33 david alfaro siqueiros, “propósitos esenciales del centro de arte realista moderno”, 
in No hay más ruta que la nuestra: importancia nacional e internacional de la pintura mexicana mo-
derna, mexico city, talleres Gráficos/secretaría de educación pública, 1945, p. 80.
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field of action narrowed by the stereotypes thrust upon him. that 
work exposed the harmful effects of an indigenism which conde-
scends to native people by treating them as romanticized objects 
rather than as living subjects and agents of history.

siqueiros’ attitude toward the indian population was informed 
by communist thought. in the 1910s, Lenin had planted the prin-
ciple of the right of self-determination for secondary nationalities, 
and the mexican communist party (pCm) fell in line with this doc-
trine by supporting demands for native autonomy and backing 
president cárdenas’ land reform policies. political rights for indig-
enous communities were proclaimed at the First communist peda-
gogical conference (primera conferencia pedagógica comunista) 
of February 1938, and reasserted in 1941 by ramón Berzunza pinto, 
president of the pCm’s subcommission on indigenous people (sub-
comisión indígena).34

the vehemence of this support abated in the early 1940s, how-
ever, with the outbreak of war and the imperative to industrialize 
the country. and even after the war had ended, Leftists continued to 
press for industrialization and national unity and gave scant atten-
tion to the special needs of native peoples. their cultural “otherness” 
was attributed to economic underdevelopment and exploitation, and 
they were increasingly treated as members of a single class of the 
downtrodden, which included the urban poor and impoverished 
campesinos.35 the proposed remedy proposed for the cuestión indígena 
was the rapid integration of natives into the corporatist economy 
and national polity, and this approach, taken up by most spokesmen 
of the Left, aligned rather closely with the economic objectives of the 
ávila camacho and alemán governments.36

34 ramón Berzunzu pinto, Los indígenas y la República Mexicana: la política indigenista del 
Partido Comunista Mexicano, mexico city, cooperativa de artes Gráficas cuauhtémoc, 1941, 
p. 20; see also andrés medina, “Los pueblos indios en la trama de la nación: notas etnográfi-
cas”, Revista Mexicana de Sociología, 60, 1998, p. 131-168.

35 alexander s. dawson, “From models for the nation to model citizens: indigenismo 
and the ‘revindication’ of the mexican indian, 1920-1940”, Journal of Latin American Studies, 
30, 1998, p. 279-308.

36 this trend may be traced through the speeches of Lombardo toledano. in a lecture 
of 1940 at the primer congreso indigenista interamericano, pátzcuaro, he argued that indig-
enous communities should be granted autonomy in land, government, language and culture; 
a decade later, during his presidential campaign, he proposed moving industry into rural 
areas to integrate indígenas into the proletariat; “discurso pronunciado por Vicente Lombardo 
toledano, delegado de méxico, respecto al problema fundamental del indio” (1940), in his El 
problema del indio, ed. marcela Lombardo, mexico city, secretaría de educación pública, 1973, 
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it is hard to determine siqueiros’ precise stance on these issues 
because he rarely addressed them straight on. as incisive as the 
painting Ethnology may be, siqueiros —in parallel to the pCm and 
the mexican socialist movement as a whole— does not seem to 
have resolved the problem of the indigenous subject in his art or 
political thought, and as a result tensions arise within his treatment 
of the cuauhtémoc symbol. the noble defender of tenochtitlan is 
presented as an exemplar for various political struggles except for 
the specific conflict of indigenous people with Western values and 
systems, the very cause in which the emperor had in real life fully 
committed himself. in this sense, the symbol remains incomplete 
and in contradiction with the history of its own subject. 

despite these tensions within siqueiros’ treatment of the cuauh-
témoc symbol, his mural portrays an empowered indian subject and 
implicitly contradicts the stigma of weakness and submissiveness 
commonly assigned to aboriginal people.37 unlike rivera’s work 
at the national palace, in which the emperor is integrated within 
a historical pageant where whites assume leading roles, siqueiros’ 
hero stands determinedly apart from this procession, and his face-
off with the conquistador emblematizes a rejection of the myth of 
historical progress which had been defined by the country’s intel-
lectual elite and tended to tread roughly over native people and 
their ageless cultures.

siqueiros’ interest in cuauhtémoc coincided with the develop-
ment of a more radical and separatist indigenismo, whose apostles 
—though not siqueiros himself— began to encourage native people 
to resist the pressures of occidental culture and strive for a measure 
of autonomy and self-determination.38 this strain of indigenism 

p. 127-135; and “discurso de Vicente Lombardo toledano, candidato del partido popular la 
presidencia de la república, pronunciado en ixcateopan, Guerrero, el domingo 13 de enero de 
1952”, in El problema del indio, p. 161-173. narciso Bassols, the guiding figure in the mexican 
communist party, believed that any customs and habits which stalled the economic capaci-
ties of indígenas should be eliminated, including forms of production linked with popular 
traditions; Obras, mexico city, Fondo de cultura económica, c. 1964,p. 165, quoted in Gon-
zalo aguirre Beltrán, “introducción”, to Vicente Lombardo toledano, El problema del indio, ed. 
marcela Lombardo, mexico city, secretaría de educación pública, 1973, p. 28.

37 the indigenist aspect of the symbol is supported by renato González mello, “el régi-
men visual y el fin de la revolución”, in Hacia otra historia del arte en México, 3: La fabricación 
del arte nacional a debate (1920-1950), ed. esther acevedo, mexico city, consejo nacional para 
la cultura y las artes, 2002, p. 294-298.

38 andrés molina enríquez, La revolución agraria de México, 1910-1920, mexico city, po-
rrúa 1986 (originally published 1932-1936).
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found occasional support at the highest levels of government: it was 
endorsed at the First inter-american indigenist congress at pátzcu-
aro, michoacán, from which emerged the inter-american indigenist 
institute and eventually, in 1948, mexico’s national indigenist in-
stitute (INI); and in 1940, it was recognized in the monumento de 
la raza (monument of the race), a huge concrete pyramid put up 
in mexico city under the direction of Francisco Borbolla and Luis 
Lelo de Larrea (figure 6).39 at the base of this structure was placed a 
large stone sculpture of a bellicose cuauhtémoc leading his desper-
ate people to their final stand, and at the top were set four of the six 
bronze reliefs which had been made by Jesús F. contreras for the 
paris World’s Fair of 1889, and which portrayed three early aztec 
kings plus the last regent, cuauhtémoc.

a spirit of resistance became manifest in a bitter and long-last-
ing controversy which broke out over the alleged discovery of cu-
auhtémoc’s skeletal remains. the fracas began on september 26, 
1949, when, at the small chontal village of ixcateopan, in the rug-
ged hill country of Guerrero, a group of local citizens in partnership 
with the archeologist eulalia Guzmán unearthed below the altar of 
the parish church a jar of bones, which they identified as belonging 
to their legendary forebear cuauhtémoc (figure 7).40 this amazing 
discovery seemed to confirm what was described in a set of docu-
ments which had come to light in February of the same year, and 
told of the retrieval of cuauhtémoc’s body soon after his hanging 
in 1525, its transportation to ixcateopan, and its subsequent inter-
ment beneath the church under the direction of the missionary fray 
toribio de Benavente, known as motolinía.

news of the discovery of the bones spread quickly, and soon 
peasants from all over the region flocked to the village in tears of ju-
bilation. a flag was draped over the site, an honorary guard posted 
above the excavation pit, and the next day, the state governor, gen-

39 Gamio’s writings from the 1940s are collected in Consideraciones sobre el problema indí-
gena, mexico city, instituto indigenista interamericano, 1966 (originally published 1948).

40 the discovery and controversy are detailed in several sources, including moisés men-
doza, Rey y señor Cuauhtémoc, mexico centro de investigación y docencia económicas, 1951; 
alejandra moreno toscano, Los hallazgos de Ichcateopan, 1495-1951, mexico city, unam, 1980; 
Lyman L. Johnson, “digging cuauhtémoc”, in Body politics: death, dismemberment, and memory 
in Latin America, ed. Lyman L. Johnson, albuquerque, university of new mexico press, 
2004, p. 207-244; and paul Gillingham, “the emperor of ixcateopan: fraud, nationalism and 
memory in modern mexico”, Journal of Latin American Studies, 37, 2005, p. 561-584.
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6. monument of the race

7. a local group of citizens with the  
archeologist eulalia Guzmán
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eral Baltasar r. Leyva mancilla, arrived with his retinue to proclaim 
the authenticity of the finds.41 the wave of enthusiasm continued to 
roll across mexico and engulfed the entire country in a cuauhtémoc 
fervor. on october 12, mexico’s día de la raza, the legendary king 
became a focus of celebrations. at ixcateopan, 7 000 people gathered 
to witness the conversion of the church into a state-operated shrine, 
and the church’s final mass was given in honor of the last emperor.

For many, the unearthing of the bones fulfilled a longing to reclaim 
the country’s ancestral past and affirm the millenarian promise that 
all mexicans, because of their common origin, shall be united in a 
single community of shared interests and values. the bones brought 
mexicans into contact with the country’s autochthonous origins, its 
truest self summoned forth from hallowed ground, what Guillermo 
Bonfil termed “deep mexico”, versus “imaginary mexico”, which 
is the idea of a progressive nation conceived by the country’s intel-
ligentsia and endorsed by the ruling group.42 octavio paz explained 
the psychological importance of the discovery, and its retrospective 
and prospective dimensions, when he wrote in The labyrinth of soli-
tude of 1950: “the mystery of cuauhtémoc’s burial place is one of 
our obsessions. to discover it would mean nothing less than to re-
turn to our origins, to reunite ourselves with our ancestry, or break 
out of our solitude. it would be a resurrection”.43

41 Leyva mancilla supported the excavation from the beginning. it was he who set up a 
state commission and recruited Guzmán to oversee the excavation, and he later tried to sup-
press the negative report of the marquina commission.

42 Guillermo Bonfil Batalla, México profundo: una civilización negada, mexico city, se-
cretaría de educación pública, 1987. in response to this surge of indigenist thought, hispa-
nists rose to defend the european inheritance; for example, José Fuentes mares, México en 
la hispanidad: ensayo político sobre mi pueblo, madrid, instituto de cultura hispánica, 1949. 
cuauhtémoc’s value as a symbol of el pueblo mexicano confronting internal and external 
enemies is reflected in a passage from moisés mendoza, Rey y señor Cuauhtémoc: el hallazgo de 
Ixcateopan, mexico city, centro de investigación y docencia económicas, 1951, p. 11: “cuauhté-
moc es el ejido frente a la encomienda o al latifundio, y por eso lo aman los campesinos; es la 
protesta permanente contra toda injusticia, y por eso lo odian los injustos; es el patriotismo 
puro, y por eso lo detestan los mercaderes de la patriotería; es una voz de alerta para la in-
tegridad de la patria, y por eso lo denigran los enemigos de méxico; es una actitud vertical 
frente al extranjero, y por eso lo menosprecian los serviles y lo enaltecen los patriotas.”

43 octavio paz, The labyrinth of solitude, trans. Lysander Kemp, yara milos, and rachel 
phillips Belash, new york, Grove press, 1985, p. 84. paz discounts the ixcateopan finds by 
stating that the tomb has not yet been located. see also his “dos mitos”, in El peregrino en su 
patria: historia y política de México, 1. Pasados, ed. octavio paz and Luis mario schneider, mexico 
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yet even before the bones actually appeared, doubts had been 
raised about the veracity of the legend of cuauhtémoc’s burial at 
ixcateopan, and on august 18, 1949, a commission organized by the 
national institute of anthropology and history (INAH) released a 
report which condemned the documents attesting to the burial as 
modern forgeries. this verdict made the providers of these records 
appear ridiculous, if not actually deceptive, so that the subsequent 
revelation of the bones, in the very place where they were sup-
posed to be, was greeted as a complete vindication, and, in a more 
philosophical vein, as a victory of mexico’s true history, rooted in 
oral traditions and folk wisdom, over the faithless book-learning of 
institutionally based scholars.

the new archeological evidence occasioned a second review, 
headed by ignacio marquina, director general of INAH. however, 
the marquina commission, which filed its report on october 16 
(the report was released to the press three days later), sustained 
the negative conclusions of its precursor, by stating that the recov-
ered bones were spurious and had been planted under the church 
in recent times, and that, as previously suspected, the documents 
were equally false, invented around 1900 by the villager Florentino 
Juárez, who was possibly aided by Vicente riva palacio, a well-
known intellectual and politician of the porfirian era and promoter 
of the cuauhtémoc symbol.

the commission’s assessment set off a firestorm of protest from 
those directly involved in the excavation and believers all across 
the country. articles and editorials defended the excavation in the 
popular press, and a number of activities were held to celebrate the 
emperor and his recent exhumation, including radio shows, musical 
and dance performances, and educational teach-ings, while the na-
tional institute of Fine arts (INbA) officially declared 1950 the “year 
of cuauhtémoc”.44 With time, cuauhtémoc’s name was bestowed 
upon innumerable buildings, streets, parks, dams and towns.

teachers and educators were especially quick to embrace the 
cuauhtémoc symbol and rally around the archeological discovery. 

city, Fondo de cultura económica, 1987, p. 96-100 (originally published as a prologue to the 
1951 French edition of héctor pérez martínez, Cuauhtémoc: vida y muerte de una cultura).

44 the orquesta sinfónica nacional interpreted a symphonic poem in tribute to cuauhté-
moc, and ballet pieces inspired by his life were performed at Bellas artes in november 1949 
and January 1950.
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the secretary of public education from 1949 to 1951, manuel Gual 
Vidal, while maintaining public skepticism toward the finds, took 
actions to promote the legend and exhumation. meanwhile, instruc-
tors sponsored events in celebration of the ancient monarch and 
gave classroom lessons about his laudable deeds. on november 18, 
1949, a parade of 10 000 torch-bearing students, led by the director 
of secondary instruction, antonio Galicia ciprés, marched from 
the plaza de la constitución to the cuauhtémoc monument, and 
there listened to a series of midnight lectures on the importance of 
the ixcateopan discovery. a week later, on november 26, Galicia 
ciprés guided teachers on a civic pilgrimage to the village. and of 
more lasting consequence, cuauhtémoc’s heroism and virtue were 
inscribed in popular schoolbooks, which also perpetuated the leg-
end of his burial at ixcateopan.45 

prominent figures with indigenist sympathies were eager to be 
counted among the excavation’s defenders. diego rivera sharply 
criticized the marquina commission in the public press, and visited 
with Guzmán at the site, where he made a series of drawings from 
the remains in an attempt to reconstruct cuauhtémoc’s physical 
appearance.46 alfonso Quiroz cuarón, chief of the department of 
special investigations at the Banco de méxico, headed an indepen-
dent team of investigators which rebutted the negative review in 

45 a history textbook by c. González Blackaller y L. Guevara, published in 1950 and au-
thorized by the secretary of education, is dedicated to cuauhtémoc, “símbolo de la soberanía 
nacional”. another approved schoolbook, from 1957, discusses cuauhtémoc’s bones and 
states that a group of scholars have convened to review the evidence, but omits any mention 
of the negative findings; Joaquín Jara díaz and elías torres y natterman, Historia gráfica de 
México para las escuelas primarias, mexico city, 1957, p. 261, quoted and discussed in Josefina 
Vázquez de Knauth, Nacionalismo y educación en México, mexico city, el colegio de méxico, 
1970, p. 240. since the mid-1920s lessons had been given on cuauhtémoc and other native 
heroes in an effort to endow indian pupils with a greater sense of confidence and self worth. 
this initiative was redoubled in the 1930s and 1940s, especially following samuel ramos’ 1934 
diagnosis of the mexican inferiority complex, and in 1942 the secretary of education issued 
popular biographies of nezahualcóyotl, xicoténcatl and cuauhtémoc; Josefina Vázquez de 
Knauth, op. cit., p. 163, 214-216. the biography of cuauhtémoc describes him as “el símbolo 
de la tierra, de la grandeza del espíritu, del verdadero patriotismo. se alza grande y glorioso a 
través del tiempo, a pesar de su cautiverio, su tormento y su ignominiosa muerte”.

46 diego rivera, quoted in La Prensa, october 21 and 28, 1949, and Excélsior, october 19, 
1949; see also diego rivera, “hernán cortés: los bellos héroes son vencidos por rivales ho-
rrendos” (1957), in his Obras, 2. textos polémicos, 1950-1957, ed. esther acevedo, Leticia torres 
carmona, and alicia sánchez mejorada, mexico city, el colegio nacional, 1999, p. 662-664. 
after trying to reconstruct cuauhtémoc’s appearance through an artistic interpretation of 
his mortal remains, in 1952 rivera and Guzmán attempted to recover the likeness of hernán 
cortés in the same manner.
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a hastily prepared report of november 23, 1949. on april 7, 1950, 
ex-president Lázaro cárdenas visited the town, accompanied by 
government officials and his teenage son named cuauhtémoc, and 
there pronounced his belief in the remains. Vicente Lombardo tole-
dano opened his presidential campaign on January 13, 1952, with a 
speech at the village. “Father cuauhtémoc”, he declared, “you have 
left us, with your conduct and your sacrifice, an eternal mandate to 
defend mexico against the oppression that comes from without”.47 
even the senate of the republic stood behind the discovery and 
voted to erect a monument to the revered ruler. 

public outcry against the marquina commission incited sec-
retary of public education Gual Vidal to call for another review.48 
the group he appointed in January 1950 became known as the 
Great commission (Gran comisión), because it was filled with nine 
intellectual luminaries (“los supersabios”, as they were called), in-
cluding manuel toussaint, arturo arnáiz y Freg, manuel Gamio, 
alfonso caso, and José Gómez robleda. But contrary to Gual Vi-
dal’s hopes for an overturning of the earlier reviews, in February 
1951, the Great commission issued another harsh judgment, con-
cluding that a giant hoax had been perpetrated with forged docu-
ments and modern bones, and scolding the archeologist Guzmán 
for sloppy fieldwork.49 

47 Vicente Lombardo toledano, “discurso de Vicente Lombardo toledano, candidato 
del partido popular a la presidencia de la república, pronunciado en ixcateopan, Guerrero, 
el domingo 13 de enero de 1952”, in his El problema del indio, ed. marcela Lombardo, mexico 
city, secretaría de educación pública, 1973, p. 175.

48 manuel Gual Vidal installed the commission with a formal ceremony at which its 
members stood before the cuauhtémoc monument on paseo de la reforma and declared 
their admiration for the hero. its report was published under the title “el hallazgo de ichca-
teopan”, Revista Mexicana de Studios Antropológicos, 11, 1951. on august 23, 1951, Gual Vidal 
accepted siqueiros’ diptych Cuauhtémoc redivivus at palacio de Bellas artes. the pair of paint-
ings continued the artist’s personal interest in the symbol, yet the choice of subject seems to 
have been instigated by the ixcateopan discovery (perhaps Gual Vidal also had some role in 
its selection), and indeed the twin panels, especially Apotheosis of Cuauhtémoc, directly address 
the importance of the regained symbol for the mexican people. siqueiros never seems to have 
endorsed the ixcateopan finds, however, and it is probable that he remained suspicious of the 
discoverers’ pseudo-science, even as he propagated the cuauhtémoc symbol through his art. 
siqueiros and Guzmán must have known each other quite well —they both served as direc-
tors of the comité mexicano por la paz— but her name is not found on the list of dignitaries 
who attended the inauguration of the cuauhtémoc murals at Bellas artes, perhaps because 
siqueiros had distanced himself from the excavation.

49 José Gómez robleda was the only dissenting voice on the commission, and published 
his independent opinion in Dictamen acerca de la autenticidad del descubrimiento de la tumba de 
Cuauhtémoc en Ixcateopan, mexico city, secretaría de educación pública, 1952.
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the ixcateopan controversy pitted two wings of indigenism 
against each other. on one side was a moderate, integrationist con-
cern for native communities, which had been blessed by the govern-
ment since the 1930s, and was well ensconced in educational and 
research institutions. on the other side was a radical, separatist in-
digenism, which gained steam in the 1940s, and might on occasion 
rise to challenge the ruling center.50 the conflict between these two 
positions and their umbrageous advocates overlaid the ixcateopan 
debate and gave it a particular testiness. thus, the major part of the 
academic community and political bureaucracy, including presi-
dent alemán, remained unmoved by emotional appeals on behalf 
of the finds, and refused to acknowledge even their symbolic value. 
meanwhile, defenders of the excavation accused these groups from 
the metropolis of having entered a conspiracy to subjugate indig-
enous people and rob them of their age-old symbols. theirs was an 
act of cultural expropriation no less offensive than the foreign eco-
nomic and political intrusions which the country had withstood for 
centuries. professor Guzmán and others issued a stream of books 
and articles condemning the various review commissions for their 
betrayal. as charged by moisés mendoza, the intellectuals on the 
Great commission had discredited the remains in order to exert 
control over which persons should be awarded fame, and in a wider 
sense to propagate “the history, the philosophy, and even the law 
which were shaped by the conquistadors, and afterwards employed 
to mark out the servile and abandoned [within the general popula-
tion]”.51 in the terms of this discourse, cuauhtémoc’s obduracy to 
the spanish conquest was seen as a model for contemporary re-
sistance to an urban elite and its exclusionary view of national his-
tory. the external power which the nation now confronted did not 

50 For this more radical strand of indigenism, see Luis Villoro, Los grandes momentos 
del indigenismo, mexico city, el colegio de méxico, 1950; agustín F. Basave Benítez, México 
mestizo: análisis del nacionalismo mexicano en torno a la mestizofilia de Andrés Molina Enríquez, 
mexico city, Fondo de cultura económica, 1992; and alexander s. dawson, Indian and nation 
in revolutionary Mexico, tucson, university of arizona press, 2004. Gonzalo aguirre Beltrán, 
director of indigenist affairs at the department of education, was a leading advocate of radi-
cal indigenism and passionate defender of the ixcateopan excavation.

51 moisés mendoza, Rey y señor Cuauhtémoc: el hallazgo de Ixcateopan, mexico city, centro 
de investigación y docencia económicas, 1951, p. 9: “la historia, la filosofía y hasta el derecho 
que forjaron los conquistadores y que después se encargaron de apuntalar los serviles y los 
descastados”.
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consist of invading armies from overseas or robber barons from the 
north but the institutional center operating out of mexico city.

as impossible as it may seem, at a still later date, one more com-
mission was appointed to look into the finds. called by president 
Luis echeverría in January 1976, and entrusted to Guillermo Bonfil, 
general director of INAH, this fourth group comprised experts from 
different areas of study —archeology, physical anthropology, foren-
sic medicine, history, colonial architecture, and oral history— who, 
having reexamined the literary and archeological materials and 
completed another excavation at the site, echoed the negative con-
clusions of the earlier commissions.52

the persistence of the belief in cuauhtémoc’s remains is mainly 
attributable to the strong emotional appeal of the discovery, which 
affirmed the credo of mexican uniqueness, based, as it was said to 
be, on the aztec inheritance. yet other, less disinterested factors 
contributed to the propagation of the legend. a recent study by 
paul Gillingham has uncovered the personal motives of Florentino 
Juárez, the inventor of the documents which started the hoax, and 
those of his grand-nephew salvador rodríguez Juárez, who brought the 
documents to light in February 1949, and devoted himself to their 
defense.53 Both men were inspired by a pride in their locality, and 
wished to insert their humble village within the national saga of the 
conquest and associate it with the adored hero cuauhtémoc 
(Florentino’s documents claimed that the aztec leader was not 
born a mexica from the altiplano but a chontal from Guerrero). yet 
it also appears the both men sought to realize material profit from 
the legend, which they hoped would bring economic benefits to the 
town and raise their own stature in the community.54 salvador used 
the excavation to gain political standing. his committee for the 
authenticity of the remains of cuauhtémoc (comité pro-autenti-

52 the 1976 investigation is recounted by eduardo matos moctezuma, Informe de la re-
visión de los trabajos arqueológicos realizados en Ichcateopan, Guerrero, mexico city, universidad 
nacional autónoma de méxico, 1980. this comisión para la revisión y nuevos estudios de los 
hallazgos de ichcateopan published its findings in a series of books from the instituto de 
investigaciones históricas of universidad nacional autónoma de méxico.

53 paul Gillingham, “the emperor of ixcateopan: fraud, nationalism and memory in 
modern mexico”, Journal of Latin American Studies, 37, 2005, p. 568, 581-582. By Gillingham’s 
reckoning, between august 1891 and the end of 1893, Florentino Juárez inserted the bones be-
neath the parish church, but was unsuccessful in organizing an excavation to recover them.

54 Florentino may have been introduced to romantic tales of the hero through his mem-
bership in the masonic order, which entertained a special reverence for the king.
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cidad de los restos de cuauhtémoc) not only advocated for the 
bones but functioned like a political machine and was able to con-
trol local politics for much of the 1950s.

it is hard to know whether the archeologist eulalia Guzmán 
willingly collaborated in the hoax or succumbed to massive self-
deception brought on by an intense desire to verify the legend and 
support indigenist beliefs which underpinned it. But her bias and 
gullibility may also be seen as excrescences of the applied archeol-
ogy in which she had been trained and in which she operated.55 
her uncritical acceptance of oral tradition and her open advocacy 
for the villagers at the expense of duty to scientific method appear 
to have been misguided attempts to emulate the political engage-
ment of her mentor, alfonso caso, who was both a distinguished 
academic and leading voice within the indigenist movement. the 
emphasis that he gave to the subjective perception of communi-
ties in defining themselves as indio or mestizo certainly influenced 
Guzmán’s methodology, hence the heavy weight she placed on lo-
cal folklore in confirming the remains. But caso, a wiser and more 
cautious scholar, saw that his pupil had forfeited her impartiali-
ty, and as a member of the Great commission he leveled strong 
criticism against her flawed and unprofessional procedures.56 
Guzmán and rodríguez Juárez presented themselves as champions 
for ixcateopan and its native population, and thereby gained ap-
proval at local and national levels. Guzmán was particularly fêted. 

55 robert Kemper, “From nationalism to internationalism: the development of mexican 
anthropology, 1934-1946”, The social contexts of American ethnology, Washington, d. c., 1984, 
p. 139-146; Guillermo Bonfil Batalla, “del indigenismo de la revolución a la antropología crí-
tica”, De eso que llaman antropología mexicana, mexico city, nuestro tiempo, 1970, p. 39-65.

56 the ixcateopan excavation was one of several archeological projects from the late 1940s 
which recovered the bodies of historical figures. another yielded, on november 25, 1946, the 
bones of the conquistador hernán cortés from the church of Jesús nazareno, attached to the hospi-
tal of the same name in mexico city. this initiative was backed by intellectuals of catholic and 
conservative sympathies, and was used to foster a remembrance of the captain in mexico and 
spain; alberto maría carreño, “hernán cortés y el descubrimiento de sus restos”, Memorias de 
la Academia Mexicana de Historia, 6, 1947, p. 301-404, and andrés iduarte, “cortés y cuauhtémoc: 
hispanismo, indigenismo”, in El ensayo mexicano moderno, ed. José Luis martínez, mexico city, 
universidad nacional autónoma de méxico/universidad de colima 1990, p. 79-88. shortly 
afterwards, in march 1947, the bodies of the niños héroes, the cadets who had defended 
chapultepec castle in the mexican-american war, were unearthed and authenticated by an-
other commission of experts, and ceremoniously reburied at the military college. it is probable 
that these highly publicized excavations emboldened rodríguez Juárez to revive the legend of 
cuauhtémoc’s burial. and Guzmán, who had worked as an assistant for the commission that 
authenticated cortés remains, must have been alerted to the opportunity as well.
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the town’s main square was renamed after her, and as recently as 
2005 a postage stamp was made in her honor. most of the peas-
ants of ixcateopan and surrounding villages idolized Guzmán and 
rodríguez Juárez, and clamorously endorsed the discovery of the 
bones.57 their support was fed by patriotism and local pride, and by 
an expectation that the attention brought to the village would put it 
in a better position to negotiate for favors from the government and 
other institutions, and that the town might reap economic rewards 
as a tourist destination.58 art played a role in this self-promotion. 
soon after the excavation was completed, the parish church was con-
verted into a memorial (figure 8) and decorated with a bronze bust 
and paintings, while a statue was erected out-of-doors. the town 
later established a museum of the resistance, and in recent years 
costumed dances have been performed to the delight of visitors.59

the ixcateopan discovery placed cuauhtémoc once again in the 
national spotlight, and in the early 1950s, a spate of publications 
gave more substance to the image. José López Bermúdez, general 
secretary of the pri, celebrated the hero and his exhumation in the 
lengthy poem Canto a Cuauhtémoc (1950), which contains a section 
titled “cuauhtémoc contra el mito”, perhaps inspired by siqueiros’ 
mural. this portion of the poem commends cuauhtémoc’s val-
or in the face of frightful odds and before the fiction of mexican 
weakness and vulnerability, and in the spirit of molina enríquez, 
it acclaims cuauhtémoc as father and originator of a new man, “el 
primer hombre nuevo”, who will emerge to create a revitalized 
society built on ancient traditions and virtues.60

57 the social discourse of rural communities is examined in Frans J. schryer, Ethnicity 
and class conflict in rural Mexico, princeton, princeton university press, 1990.

58 andrés López Velasco, Coatemo, 1499-1525, privately published, 1994, n.p., attributed 
to an elderly villager these profound words: “ todo mundo habla y busca su tesoro, pero [...] 
buscan un tesoro material, tan sólo para aumentar la riqueza [...] pero de su vanidad [...] más 
no entienda que el tesoro que nos dejó cuauhtémoc, no es material, sino espiritual, él nos 
dejó el ejemplo de valentía y determinación ante una potencia extranjera, él nos legó un idio-
ma y un territorio, en conjunto, nos legó fonda una cultura, una patria, ése es él gran tesoro 
de cuauhtémoc, eso es lo que debemos rescatar y conservar”.

59 a new mausoleum was installed at the church in 1978, by order of rubén Figueroa, 
governor of Guerrero. alan Knight, “racism, revolution, and indigenismo: mexico, 1910-1940”, 
in The idea of race in Latin America, 1870-1940, ed. richard Graham, austin, university of texas 
press, 1990, p. 100, emphasizes how indians have learned to exploit the opportunities offered 
by indigenismo by playing on their romanticized official image.

60 José López Bermúdez, Canto a Cuauhtémoc, 2nd ed., mexico city, universidad na-
cional autónoma de méxico, 1950: “tú, padre abandonado//de tus padres y tus dioses,//
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other books from these years include salvador toscano’s post-
humously issued biography of 1953, which displays a nostalgia for 
aztec civilization and identifies the perdurance of pre-hispanic 
traits in the blood of the mestizo, and in the language, diet and tem-
perament of the modern mexican.61 another publication, from 1952, 
is adolfo anguiano Valadez’s Cuauhtémoc: defensor de su cultura, 
which is dedicated to eulalia Guzmán, “espíritu-abnegado, vision-
ario y patriótico”. in agreement with siqueiros’ thoughts about the 
wider implications of the cuauhtémoc symbol, anguiano Valadez 
declares that the hero has universal appeal for all who resist en-

habrás de alzarte contra todo;//contra la antigua voz del mito,//contra la ley y la vileza ar-
mada//de tus grandes y airados enemigos;//tú contra el temor y la ruindad//ficciosa de los 
sordos y los débiles”. another passage reads: “diríase que todo estaba dispuesto//para que 
un día, en el caos//sin luna ni verdes orillas,//como un dios surgido entre escombros,//en 
ti, padre, naciera el primer hombre//de esta dura patria que latía enterrada”.

61 salvador toscano, Cuauhtémoc, mexico city, Fondo de cultura económica, 1953. a de-
tail from Leopoldo méndez’ print, Cuauhtémoc, adorns the dust jacket of a condensed version 
of the book, La semblanza de Cuauhtémoc, mexico city, Fondo de cultura económica, 1998.

8. the parish church was converted into a memorial
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slavement and oppression.62 and a poem of 1955 by raúl Leiva 
casts cuauhtémoc as an eternal symbol of “deep” mexico and its 
unbreakable will to resist the foreigner.63 

Black with coagulated blood and age,
cuauhtémoc is a quercine warrior,
an eagle afire, taciturn,
a flint, a jadestone of death.

cuauhtémoc is the village, the earth, the horizon, 
the summit of anáhuac,
the indomitable ferocity
opposed to the invader, flag of his race.

[Negro de sangre coagulada y vieja,
Cuauhtémoc es un roble combatiente,
un águila de fuego, taciturna, 
un pedernal, un jade de la Muerte.

Cuauhtémoc es el pueblo, la tierra, el horizonte,
la suma del Anáhuac,
la indomable fiereza
que al invasor se opone, bandera de su raza.]

Visual artists of the 1950s joined this chorus of praise.64 in tax-
co, the capital of the state of Guerrero, Juan o’Gorman created a 

62 anguiano Valadez’s Cuauhtémoc: defensor de su cultura, mexico city, academia de santa 
aprha, 1952. We read in one stanza: “ese linaje espléndido, arenga aún con gritos rebeldes 
en la sangre//contra todas las tiranías de la tierra y la desorbitada ambición de oro,//contra 
los asesinos de las culturas de todos los tiempos//contra la fuerza que avasalla y ultraja, pero 
nunca mata una cultura”. somewhat later, in 1962, salvador novo wrote a one-act play titled 
Cuauhtémoc, which places emphasis on the hero’s attempt to overcome moctezuma’s fatalism 
and the tribal distrust that divided the peoples of anáhuac; and in 1970, novo penned a poeti-
cal account of the imaginary encounter between the archeologist eulalia Guzmán and a youth 
who hints at being the reincarnated cuauhtémoc; salvador novo, “cuauhtémoc” (1962), in 
his En Ticitezcatl o el espejo encantado, xalapa, universidad Veracruzana, 1966; “cuauhtémoc 
y eulalia”, in his Diálogos, mexico city, novaro, 1970, p. 148-149. during the same period, in 
1964, raúl moncada Galán published the drama El sitio de Tenochtitlán, in which cuauhtémoc 
is the main protagonist, and which focuses on the disunion that led to the destruction of the 
aztec empire; raúl moncada Galán, “el sitio de tenochtitlán: tragedia antihistórica en tres 
actos y un epílogo”, Bellas Artes, 5:10, 1964, p. 53-72, 5:11, p. 57-88; 5:12, p. 73-104.

63 raul Leiva, Danza para Cuauhtémoc, mexico city, Los presentes, 1955.
64 José chávez morado portrayed cuauhtémoc in two major works: the giant mosaic The 

Aztec World, 1954, centro SCOp, mexico city, in which the emperor is shown in the form of a 
descending eagle, and the fresco The abolition of slavery by don Miguel Hidalgo y Costilla, 1954-
1955, alhóndiga de Granaditas, Guanajuato. José de santiago silva, José Chávez Morado: vida, 
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mosaic relief of cuauhtémoc (1955-1956) for the hotel posada de la 
misión (figures 9-10).65 he described the work as a large “ex voto,” 
and across the top of the relief he placed the inscription, “to our 
king and lord cuauhtémoc” (A nuestro rey y señor Cuauhtémoc), 
pointing to the loyalty which modern citizens, especially natives of 
Guerrero, still felt toward the historical figure. o’Gorman further 
stressed cuauhtémoc’s importance for the region by constructing 
the relief with natural stones gathered from the state and hiring lo-
cal artisans to work on the project.66

While the mosaic is arranged in a triptych and resembles a religious 
altarpiece, it is filled with pagan imagery. running underneath the 
human figures is the outstretched serpent Quetzalcóatl, principal 
deity of the pre-hispanic peoples and a central figure in mexico’s 
mythopoetic origins. at the center stands cuauhtémoc against an 

obra y cirunstancias, mexico city, La rana, 2001, p. 102-103, explains how the Guanajuato paint-
ing expresses the artist’s leftist political beliefs. For the plaza of centro SCOp, rodrigo arenas 
Betancourt provided the huge bronze and basalt sculpture Cuauhtémoc, 1953-1954; the artist’s 
explanation of the statue’s iconography is quoted in Centro Nacional SCT: patrimonio artístico, 
mexico city, secretaría de comunicaciones y transportes, 1988, p. 174-176. cordelia urueta 
painted the poetic Héroe en la sombra (Cuauhtémoc), 1958, museo de arte moderno, mexico 
city (perhaps influenced by her uncle José Juan tablada, the historian of ancient cultures who 
had written on the emperor); erasto cortés Juárez executed the linoleum print Cuauhtémoc, 
1955, utilizing motifs drawn from early codices; and at the end of the decade, ernesto tamariz 
sculpted the Torment of Cuauhtémoc, 1960, collection maría teresa mascarúa, widow of the art-
ist, a work which is indebted to michelangelo’s Bound slave in the Louvre, paris.

65 For the mosaic, see Juan coronel rivera, “piedra enredadera”, in O’Gorman, ed. mau-
ricio López Valdés, mexico city, Grupo Financiero Bital, 1999, p. 208-246, and citlali salazar 
torres, “a nuestro rey y señor cuauhtémoc, de Juan o’Gorman”, in Los pinceles de la historia: 
la arqueología del régimen, 1910-1955, mexico city, patronato del museo nacional de arte/ins-
tituto nacional de Bellas artes, 2003, p. 80-82. a pencil study for the work is owned by Jesús 
González Vaquero, and a painted study is contained in another private collection. o’Gorman 
later portrayed cuauhtémoc in the mosaic The fraternity of the Indoamerican people (1964) upon 
a commission from the mexican embassy for the parque san cristóbal in santiago, chile, and 
he depicted the emperor’s hieroglyph on the mosaic Confluences of the American and European 
cultures (1966-1967), convention center, san antonio, texas; previously he had included 
the descending eagle in the mosaic for the façade of the Biblioteca central of universidad 
nacional autónoma de méxico (1950-1951).

66 o’Gorman recited these facts on several occasions; see, for example, La palabra de Juan 
O’Gorman, ed. ida rodríguez prampolini, mexico city, universidad nacional autónoma de 
méxico, 1983, p. 31. o’Gorman may have been inspired by moisés mendoza’s 1951 publication 
Rey y señor Cuauhtémoc, or by a passage from José López Bermúdez’s Canto a Cuauhtémoc, which 
gave credence to the disinterment, and ends with the stanza: “y tú, rey y señor, en la agonía//
solar de tu garganta joven,//sobre un reino de lástima y gemidos,//dijiste, arriba del más alto 
clarín//que obscurecía la tierra,//el nombre de una patria nueva;//y esa patria, en ti, se hizo 
montaña,//se hizo flor, tierra y geografía;//señor: en ti se hizo destino y cielo y hombre”.
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9. Juan o’Gorman’s mosaic of cuauhtémoc, hotel posada  
de la misión, taxco, Guerrero

ancient ballcourt and eagle, which is the chief emblem for both the 
aztec empire and mexican nation as well as his personal hiero-
glyph. to his right are figures from the modern era —the patriot 
Vicente Guerrero, a Guerrerense peasant family, and an industrial 
worker— and to his left figures from the ancient past —a woman, 
a soldier, a dancer-priest, and a ball player— while sprouting from 
the serpent’s twin tails are the mexican flag and an aztec standard. 
the inescapable message is that cuauhtémoc’s authority extends 
across historical divisions and commands the same respect today 
as it did in ancient times. this is completely in keeping with liter-
ary homages to the aztec king as well as the views of adherents to 
the ixcateopan discovery (o’Gorman himself lent credence to the 
excavation and sympathized with its defenders).

since the late 1940s, cuauhtémoc has become ever more closely 
associated with mexico’s indigenous people and their cultural as-
pirations. this tendency is reflected in performances of the danza 
de la conquista, which reenact the fall of the aztec empire. in a 
recent study of the dance, carlo Bonfiglioli ugolini has shown that 
its spread to numerous villages across mexico and the sharing of 
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10. Juan o’Gorman’s mosaic of cuauhtémoc, hotel posada de la misión,  
taxco, Guerrero

characteristics of the performance among towns within certain areas 
have had the effect of strengthening regional cultures.67 the dance 
fosters solidarity among rural populations and allows indigenous 
peoples to define their cultural identity through the portrayal of 
native american and Western characters. 

a pro-indian emphasis was introduced into variants of the dance 
in the later nineteenth century, when cuauhtémoc became enthro-
ned as a symbol of mexican resistance to foreign domination, and 
Bonfiglioli ugolini has found that at this time the emperor became a 
central figure in dance performances.68 at santa ana tepetitlán, near 
Zapopan, Jalisco, he was presented in opposition to cortés, who was 
assimilated with both columbus and the north american invader of 
1847.69 his prominence was further raised in the 1940s and 1950s, in 
the wake of heightened interest in the figure and the apparent disco-
very of his bones. at tlacoachistlahuaca, a village on the costa chica 
in the state of oaxaca, where the dance was introduced in 1949, the 

67 carlo Bonfiglioli ugolini, La epopeya de Cuauhtémoc en Tlacoachistlahuaca: un estudio 
de contexto, texto y sistema en la antropología de la danza, mexico city, universidad autónoma 
metropolitana, 2003. 

68 the content of the dance differs from region to region. along the gulf coast the va-
riants tend to be pro-hispanic, with cortés more an evangelizer than a conqueror, and 
moctezuma a satisfied convert, whereas in oaxacan variants the protagonist is normally 
the implacable cuauhtémoc. an unfavorable image of cuauhtémoc is given in the so-called 
mcafee variant, performed at xicotepec de Juárez, puebla, and dating back to at least 1840, 
and probably to the Viceregal period. in this performance, cuauhtémoc is cast as a warmon-
ger who disrupts the peace crafted by cortés and moctezuma.

69 Jesús Jáuregui, “cortés contra moctezuma. cuauhtémoc: el intercambio de mujeres”, in Las 
danzas de conquista, 1. México contemporáneo, ed. Jesús Jáuregui and carlo Bonfiglioli, mexico city, 
consejo nacional para la cultura y las artes/Fondo de cultura económica, 1996, p. 38, 67.
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emperor is featured as the main protagonist, and at a pivotal moment 
is made to kill moctezuma, by which he emerges as vindicator of az-
tec weakness and depravity. the dance culminates in cuauhtémoc’s 
death (figure. 11) and ceremonial burial, and his transfiguration into 
a symbol of the nation and its indigenous people.70

Bonfiglioli ugolini has also found that in recent decades, in tla-
coachistlahuaca as well as towns throughout the republic, the danza 
has become increasingly performed by indios alone, without the 
participation of mestizos. he states that this is evidence of a growing 
lack of interest in folkloric customs among white-skinned people, 
but it may also reflect their disenchantment with indigenous sym-
bols like the figure of cuauhtémoc, and conversely a growing sense 
among indios that these symbols are properly theirs.

cuauhtémoc’s reemergence in the 1940s was an act of resis-
tance to liberalism, advanced capitalism and the bureaucratic nation 
state. it was a revolt against social ideals which had been intro-
duced into mexico during the porfiriato and which artists and in-
tellectuals of that era had associated with the last emperor. rather 
than glorifying the centralized state, the cuauhtémoc symbol has 
increasingly fallen into the hands of leftists and is widely used to 
attract support for dissident causes. this trend began with siqueiros 
and was continued with eulalia Guzmán, who with her supporters 
chose to publish in the journal Cultura Soviética.71 Leftist authors 
have since been greatly enamored with cuauhtémoc. a poem by 
máximo simpson connects his final struggle and martyrdom with 
the 1968 massacre of students at tlatelolco,72 and Cuauhtémoc frente 
a Cortés by estrada unda, a journalist and government official who 
devoted himself to the defense of labor, depicts the aztec hero as a 
unifier of classes in the midst of social conflict.73 more recently, the 
symbol has been commandeered by revolutionary groups such as 
the Zapatista army for national Liberation (EzlN), most active in 

70 the sequence of events portrayed in the dance is inaccurate. For instance, cuauhté-
moc is put to death and given a formal burial by his wife tecuixpo before the final battle 
between spaniards and aztecs.

71 cuauhtémoc’s name was invoked in november 1951 at a commemoration of the rus-
sian revolution sponsored by the soviet embassy.

72 máximo simpson, “cuauhtémoc”, in Poemas sobre el movimiento estudiantil de 1968, 
mexico city, pueblo nuevo 1980.

73 Guillermo estrada unda, Cuauhtémoc frente a Cortés, mexico city, diana, 1992 (publis-
hed posthumously).
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11. danza de la conquista

the state of chiapas, and the maoist popular revolutionary army 
(EpR), operating in Guerrero state.74

the radicalized artist Leopoldo méndez belongs to this tradi-
tion. his arresting print (figure 12) of 1954 shows an apparition of 
the young cuauhtémoc, sheathed in fire and light and readying a 
sling with his powerful hands, while below a bewildered conquis-
tador and indian ally cower in fear. the print is informed by the 
artist’s socialist politics. it presents cuauhtémoc as an emblem of 
the indian people and working classes who have recovered their 
strength to oppose Western imperialism and militarism —denoted 
by the armor-clad conquistador—, and domestic elitism and privi-
lege —denoted by the sumptuously garbed cacique.

in recent decades, artistic portrayals of cuauhtémoc are often 
directly associated with the general populace. it is not unusual to find 

74 supporters of EzlN quoted cuauhtémoc during the 1997 mexico city demonstrations 
and periodically use the cuauhtémoc monument as a meeting place. the maoist epr has a 
biography of cuauhtémoc on its web page and a leader whose nom de guerre is cuauhtémoc; 
paul Gillingham, “the emperor of ixcateopan: fraud, nationalism and memory in modern 
mexico”, Journal of Latin American Studies, 37, 2005, p. 579. Gillingham charges that in the 
1990s the cuauhtémoc symbol was surrendered to enemies of the state, and emilio martínez 
paula, a cuban journalist living in texas, suggests that cuauhtémoc is a “false idol” who has 
been abused by “extremist organizations”, concluding: “sí, es un héroe, pero es bueno pre-
guntarse ¿en qué medida y profundidad? es el héroe de la derrota. con cuauhtémoc termina 
el imperio azteca; con cortés comienza la nación mexicana”; emilio martínez paula, El drama 
de México: ¿Cuauhtémoc o Cortés?, mexico city, edamex, 2001, esp. p. 208, 210.
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12. Leopoldo méndez’ cuauhtémoc (1954)

13. Bronze statue, ciudad nezahualcóyotl
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statues of the emperor in working class neighborhoods or adjacent 
to buildings of government institutions which tend to the needs of 
the disadvantaged. around 1983, for example, a bronze figure of the 
emperor (figure 13) was posted in front of the new municipal palace 
of ciudad nezahualcóyotl, a dense urban area which emerged from 
squatter’s camps on the outskirts of mexico city.75 similar statues 
adorn the plazas and town halls of numerous regional centers, par-
ticularly in the state of Guerrero. in at least two places along the 
northern border, monumental sculptures of cuauhtémoc stand guard 
against the north-american intruder. the ciudad Juárez statue por-
trays him in royal dress, holding a staff of aztec authority, while in 
tijuana (figure 14), he is shown as a fierce warrior-king, armed with 
shield and macana, and wearing the same garments which are seen at 
the cuauhtémoc monument of mexico city.

Within the realm of popular art, the most commonly repro-
duced images of cuauhtémoc are derived from two paintings by 
the illustrator Jesús helguera, one titled Cuauhtémoc (figure 15) 
and the other Eagle Warrior (Cuauhtémoc), and both made around 
1944, as part of a series of aztec subjects which the artist developed 
for calendars issued by Galas de méxico. the fleshy quality of the 
figure seems to be inspired by Jesús F. contreras’ bronze relief of 
1888-1889, but as in helguera’s other images of indian subjects, cu-
auhtémoc exemplifies an ideal of indigenous strength and beauty, 
in contradiction to the long tradition of criticizing the fallen condi-
tion of native people. helguera’s two cuauhtémoc images are enor-
mously popular even today, and ubiquitous throughout mexico, 
translated into such mass produced mediums as posters, calendars, 
beach towels and cast aluminum statuettes.76

unlike the cuauhtémoc images by siqueiros and méndez, 
helguera’s highly embellished depictions lack any revolutionary 
content or suggestion, and can be understood in a purely patriotic 
sense. similarly, as the hero of tenochtitlan has been adopted by 
radical groups, official organs of power have retained the image 

75 the statue of cuauhtémoc is joined by others representing nezahualcóyotl, mocte-
zuma, cuitláhuac, José maría morelos and miguel hidalgo y costilla.

76 the precise dates of helguera’s original paintings are unknown. cuauhtémoc is 
shown defending an aztec woman and child in a chromolithograph by eduardo cataño, 
Attack on the Great Tenochtitlan, 1950s, and ascending in glory in a print by antonio Gómez 
r., Cuauhtémoc, 1952.
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14. cuauhtémoc monument in tijuana

15. Jesús helguera’s cuauhtémoc (1944)
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as a symbol of unified mexico, and it may be suggested that these 
authorities have planted the imagery among the working classes in 
order to stimulate patriotic feeling and attract popular support for 
the institutions of state. Federal and state governments continue to 
commission public statues of the emperor, whose head is still used 
as the logo of the commercial enterprise cervecería cuauhtémoc, 
and whose profile adorns the passenger jets of aeroméxico.77 Gov-
ernment officials frequently appeal to cuauhtémoc when cloaking 
themselves in indigenist and tercermundista rhetoric. president Luis 
echeverría, who appointed the last of the ixcateopan review com-
missions, once called cuauhtémoc “the wellspring of organized re-
sistance against dependency and colonial exploitation” (note the key 
word “organized”, which implies government managed efforts), and 
in a campaign speech at ixcateopan, he exhorted the young to imitate 
cuauhtémoc (once again in paternalistic language): “to manifest his 
statesmanlike character the youth of our century should find paths 
of inspiration and the courage for their acts, not for absurd violence 
which shakes the creative order of our era, but rather to channel 
themselves [...] in defense of the republic’s highest ideals”.78 

although center and periphery share an affection for cuauhtémoc, 
tensions exist between the government’s use of the figure to sustain a 
nationalist ideology and the adoption of the symbol by dissidents and 
champions of subordinated groups. in this situation, the meaning of 
the image has become increasingly diffuse and imprecise. What was 
in the late nineteenth century a lucid expression of the independent 
and unified nation is now associated with an array of disjointed and 
often contradictory hopes and sentiments. the symbol is caught in a 
dialectic of “top down” and “bottom up” cultural processes, through 
which it is continually reinterpreted and transformed.

77 among the major government commissions since 1960 are Luis ortiz monasterio’s 
monumental high relief Cuauhtémoc in defense of Mexico-Tenochtitlan, 1964, recreational center 
of the mexican institute of social security (imss), oaxtepec, morelos; ernesto tamariz’s 
statue Cuauhtémoc, 1968, cuauhtémoc park, toluca; and large sculptures for the cities of 
Veracruz, Guadalajara (installed in 1968, but since dismantled), and xalapa.

78 Luis echeverría, speech at ixcateopan, march 12, 1970, quoted in paul Gillingham, 
“the emperor of ixcateopan: fraud, nationalism and memory in modern mexico”, Journal 
of Latin American Studies, 37, 2005, p. 576. roger Bartra, La jaula de la melancolía: identidad y 
metamorfosis del mexicano, mexico city, Grijalbo, 1987, argues that political appeals to pre-
hispanic culture conduce to a strengthening of the authoritarian state.


